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Abstract

Intent recognition is the process of taking short messages, called utterances, and auto-
matically classifying them as a specific intent from a set of possible intents. A model
is trained using a number of sample utterances from each intent with the goal of being
able to classify unseen utterances with high accuracy. The objective of this work is
to build an intent recognition tool for chatbots that outperforms all other natural
language understanding services available. In order to do this, we first created a cor-
pus that could be used to test models in a wide variety of different conditions. Next
we performed a comprehensive review of possible models by looking at relevant work
in natural language processing and applying these techniques to intent recognition.
Finally we present the Shallow Attention Extension that builds off of state-of-the-art
language models to produce an intent recognition model with deep semantic under-
standing of English phrases. This model exhibits very high performance in a large
set of different testing environments.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Document classification is the process of taking variable-sized pieces of text, or doc-

uments, and automatically assigning each to a category. Applications of document

classification include email routing, sentiment analysis, and genre identification. In-

tent recognition is a subfield of document classification. It specifically looks at short

messages, called utterances, and identifies them as one of a number of predefined

intentions. Intent recognition is a critical component of chatbot applications.

The purpose of this project is to create a powerful intent recognition model for use

with the Posh Chat Framework (PCF). Posh is an emerging technologies company

founded in 2015 by a team of MIT computer scientists. Posh aims to solve customer

service needs with its strong conversational AI platform.

In order to build the best intent recognition system, a wide range of natural lan-

guage processing techniques need to be explored. This thesis will examine unigram

and bigram bag-of-words based approaches as well as term frequency, inverse docu-

ment frequency (TF-IDF) models. Models that leverage different types of word vec-

tors such as Word2vec and GloVe will be analyzed. Topic modeling techniques such

as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) will be reviewed. This thesis will also explore

neural network approaches to language processing. Recurrent neural networks will

be evaluated as well as attention based language models such as OpenAl Generative

Pretraining and Google's Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers

(BERT). The final model will leverage a semi-supervised learning approach. The
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unsupervised component will be trained on large amounts of text to create semantic

understandings of words and then the supervised component will be trained on the

specific task of intent recognition.

With the rise of chat in web applications, the contributions of this work are

especially relevant. In the past couple years, the four largest messaging apps have

surpassed the four largest social networking apps in terms of global monthly active

users. With the massive expansion of web-based chat, the market for chatbots is very

promising. According to Statista, the size of the chatbot market is expected to grow

from 190.8 million USD in 2016 to 1.25 billion USD by 2025 (Grand View Research,

n.d.). With intent recognition being a key component of this industry, creating a

strong intent recognizer directly influences company success.

Monthly active user for top 4 social networks and messaging apps

Big 4 Social Messaging Apps 3.500

Big 4 Social Networking Apps

- 3.000

- 2.500

- 2.000

- 1.500

- 1.000

- Soo

Fig I V It I 4 I Usr (m e, Vio i -

Figure 1-1: Monthly Active Users (Combined, in Billions) Over Time.
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1.1 Previous Work

1.1.1 Text Classification

In the following sections, text classification work related to chatbot intent recognition

will be examined.

Topic Modeling

One popular way to extract semantic information from text is topic modeling. Topic

models are generally unsupervised techniques to discover abstract "topics" found

within a set of documents. Among topic modeling techniques, an established approach

is Latent Dirichlet Allocation (Blei et al., 2003). LDA represents a corpus as a

probabilistic model. Each document in the corpus is a probability distribution over K

latent topics. Each topic is a probability distribution over V words. A plate diagram

is often used to graphically represent dependencies among model parameters.

Figure 1-2: LDA Plate Diagram (Blei et al., 2003).

In this diagram there are M documents each with an individual topic distribution

em. Within each document there are N words. zmn is the topic for the n-th word

which has some probability distribution of producing the specific word wmn. The

two Dirichlet prior parameters, alpha (a) and beta (/) add additional control to the

model. Alpha adds control to the per-document topic distributions. A high alpha

means that documents will likely be a mixture of most topics. A low alpha means

that documents will likely contain a mixture of just a few topics. Beta adds control

to the per-topic word distribution. A high beta means that topics will likely be a
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mixture of most words. A low beta means that topics will likely be a mixture of just

a few of the words.

Constructing a topic model using LDA can be done using the following generative

process:

1. Randomly assign each word one of K topics

2. For each document in the corpus, reassign topics to words using a technique

such Gibbs sampling (Griffiths et al., 2004). At a high level this technique consists of

calculating a probability distribution for the topic associated with each word by mul-

tiplying the prior probability of that word given the topic t by the prior probability

of topic t given document d. More formally:

P(zmn = tWmn, a, /3) = P(WmnlZmn = t, /) -P(zmn = tId, a)

To calculate these probabilities, the proportion of topics within documents and the

proportion of words given a specific topic are used from the previous iteration.

3. Repeat step 2 until a steady state is reached.

Next when evaluating the similarity of two documents, their probability distribu-

tions can be compared. One technique that is often employed to do this is Kullback-

Leibler (KL) divergence (Kullback et al., 1951). If we have two discrete probability

distributions P and Q (topic distributions in two documents), the KL divergence met-

ric is calculated as follows:

DKL(P Q) kEK P(kog

Using this metric, a value of zero produced means that the topic distributions are

16



exactly the same between two documents. As the divergence value increases, the

dissimilarity between document topic distributions increases.

One strength of this method is that it can capture some semantic meaning. Words

that are related should have a high probability of being generated by the same topic.

While this is true, LDA-based methods are limited in their application to intent

recognition for the following reasons. Utterances are usually only about a sentence

in length. If given the utterance, "What is the weather?", common words are often

stripped from the text set so "weather" might be the only term that factors into

the topic distribution. In addition, LDA does not give the precision needed in most

intent recognition models. If two banking questions were asked to an intent recog-

nition model that leveraged LDA, there likely would not be enough information to

distinguish the questions as different. LDA can show that these questions are similar

through topic distributions, but the topics themselves don't offer any fine-grained

meaning.

Bag-of-Words

Bag-of-words (Harris, 1954) is a good baseline for many text classification tasks.

Zhang et al., 2003 shows its use for question classification. Maas et al., 2011 demon-

strates its ability in sentiment classification. Wang et al., 2012 displays strong per-

formance for topic classification. Bag-of-words works by encoding pieces of text into

numerical vectors. In each vector, 1 is encoded at index i if a word represented by

this index was in the piece of text and 0 if it was not. Term frequency can also be

used instead of binary values. The vector has length equal to the size of the vocab. In

the unigram case this is often all unique words in the corpus. It can also be expanded

to include groups of N consecutive words, or N-grams. These vectors can then be

used to train a linear classifier such as logistic regression or a support vector machine

(SVM) (Joachims, 1998; Fan et al., 2008).

One issue with this approach is that it doesn't capture the importance of certain

words. For example if we had two the two phrases "the cat is small" and "the dog is

big", bag-of-words would encode all words equally, even though "the" and "is" have
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much less importance than "cat", "small", "dog", and "big". Even if "stop words"

like "the" and "is" were removed from the vector representation, "dog" and "big"

having equal weight would still be an issue if we were trying to determine the words

most relevant to the topic of animals.

This issue of word importance can be mitigated by strategic word weighting

schemes. One popular method to do this is using term frequency, inverse document

frequency (TF-IDF). In this scheme, a word is weighted as important to a docu-

ment if it occurs frequently within it (term-frequency) while not appearing frequently

throughout the entire corpus of documents (inverse document frequency).

N
w. = tj;, x log 2 - , where

n
w,= weight of term T in document D,
Yj;= frequency of term T in document D,
N= number of documents in collection
n = number of documents where T occurs at least once

Figure 1-3: Formula to calculate TF-IDF Weight (Oliveira et al., 2006).

Using this TF-IDF scheme, in the examples provided above of "the cat is small"

and the "the dog is big", "the" and "is" now have a lower weight than "cat", "small,

"dog", and "big".

An issue of bag of word based approaches is that they have no semantic under-

standing of words. Words that were not seen during training cannot be handled

intelligently. Furthermore, different forms of the same word often can't be handled

properly. So if a model was trained on the word "run", it will not know the word

"running" out of the box. This issue can be partially corrected by stemming tech-

niques which will remove prefixes and suffixes so that the root word is left. This is

not a perfect technique as in the example above, "running" might be stemmed to

runn

When applied to intent recognition, bag-of-words based models have strong preci-

sion in accurately classifying examples that include words they have seen before, but

struggle to perform well on unseen words due to having no ability to semantically
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connect them to training examples.

Word Vectors

The main problem with bag-of-words models is that they have no semantic under-

standing of text. A model might be trained with words blue, green, and yellow, but

when that same model sees a new word "red" it cannot relate that to what it already

has seen. This issue seeks to be solved with word vectors. There are many different

approaches to word vectors.

One approach is Word2vec (Mikolov, Sutskever, et al., 2018). Word2vec is trained

using one of two different choices of model architecture. The first approach is continu-

ous bag-of-words (CBOW), which is trained by trying to predict a current word based

on its context. The other architecture, skip-gram, is trained to predict surrounding

words based on a given word.

An extension to the Word2vec approach is GloVe (Global Vectors for Word Rep-

resentation) originally in Pennington et al., 2014. GloVe tries to leverage more global

text statistics into its model by using a word co-occurrence matrix.

FastText (Bojanowski et al., 2016) is another model. This model builds off of the

skip-gram approach, but represents each word as a bag of character n-grams.

Once a vocabulary of word vectors has been trained, they can be used to quantita-

tively capture certain semantic relationships among words. Words that share certain

properties, such as colors, should be mapped to nearby locations in the vector space.

Other semantic relationships can be seen when word vectors are combined. A com-

mon example is taking the vector for "King", subtracting the vector for "Man", and

then adding the vector for "Woman". The word in the vector space is most closely

mapped to this result is "Queen". This demonstrates word vectors ability to represent

the property of gender.

In general, word vectors provide a good way to group and classify single words, but

it is difficult to use them to construct a meaningful sentence embedding. A standard

approach is to take all word vectors in a sentence and average pool them in the

temporal dimension. By doing this though, important words are weighted equally
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as unimportant words and ultimately meaning is lost from the resulting sentence

embedding. This problem is especially true for longer utterances. Another issue with

models created using word vectors is that the embedding does not change based on

the connotation in which a word is used. For example, the word "check" could be used

in the sentence "let me check it out real quick." It could also be used in the sentence

"I will write you a check for $100 next week." The word has a different meaning in

these two sentences, but the word vector produced by the models mentioned above

would be the same. Due to these reasons, there is a lot of room for improvement with

word vector based intent recognition models.

Recurrent Neural Networks

One of the main approaches to neural based language tasks has for many years been

recurrent neural nets (Mikolov, Karafiat, et al., 2010; Bahdanau et al., 2014; Sutskever

et al., 2014). The sequential nature of these networks are a good fit because words

can be passed into the network one at a time.

Recurrent neural networks can be applied to intent recognition. To do this, the

first token of an input utterance (Xo) should be passed into the RNN. Oftentimes we

might represent this as a <sos> (start of sentence) token. The RNN will output a

hidden state (ho) which will be used as input to the next step of the RNN, along with

the second input token (X1 ). After we pass the entire utterance through the network,

the final hidden state produced ht should contain information on each input. The

specific information the hidden state will contain depends on the learning objective

used to train the network. If language modeling is used as the objective, the hidden

state contains information on how inputs fit together and what tokens are likely to

come next. This final hidden state can thus be used as a sentence embedding for the

utterance. This embedding can then be passed into classification models (such as an

SVM) to classify intents. This approach can work fairly well, but has some issues.
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A= A A A A

Figure 1-4: Recurrent Neural Network (from http://colah.github.io/posts/
2015-08-Understanding-LSTMs/).

One issue with recurrent neural networks is vanishing gradients. If a paragraph

of text is passed through the network during training, the gradient of the loss with

respect to the parameters decays rapidly in the back propagation step. This means

that the error signal from the end of the network can not make it back to the in-

put tokens at the beginning. Thus the network has trouble learning from long-range

dependencies. This issue is partially solved by Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)

networks (Hochreiter et al., 1997) and Gated Recurrent Units (GRU) (Chung et al.,

2014). These implementations of a recurrent network include a forget gate which

controls the amount an input value retains in a cell. While this allows for better

language modeling performance than just RNNs, it lags behind attention based mod-

els described in the next section (Vaswani et al., 2017; Radford, Narasimhan, et al.,

2018; Devlin et al., 2018).

Attention Based Neural Models

Recent advances in natural language processing have been dominated by neural at-

tention based models. As opposed to recurrent neural networks where input is fed

into the network one token at a time, in attention models tokens can be selectively

attended to at any step. There are several different methods to compute attention.

From content-based attention (Graves et al., 2014) to location-based attention and

dot product attention (Luong et al., 2015). In this thesis a further variant, scaled

dot product attention (Vaswani et al., 2017) will be the focus. Using this method,

attention is calculated with the following equation:

Attention(Q, K, V) = softmax( Q )V
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Q, K, and V represent the Query, Keys, and Values matrices associated with an

input embedding matrix X. The Query matrix enables the network to ask "questions"

about the input. The Keys matrix is multiplied with the Query matrix to find spots

to attend to in the input embedding. The variable dk is the dimension of the Query

and Key matrices and in the division step is used to provide stability before softmax

normalizes the weights. Finally these weights are multiplied with the Values matrix to

produce a final output embedding. These weights for Q, K, and V are learned through

a shared training objective such as language modeling. Ultimately this process of

attention allows us to capture a deeper understanding of what is going on in language

based applications.

x WO a

X WK K

E1x =EW
X WV V

Q KT
V

softmax(

Figure 1-5: Attention Calculation (from Alammar, 2018). X is an embedding matrix created by
stacking the embeddings for each word (or subword unit) in an utterance. WQ, WK, WV are
the weight matrices associated with the queries, keys, and values and are learned through shared
training objective such as language modeling. Q, K, V are the input-specific Query, Key, and Values
matrices. The bottom equation is scaled dot product attention in terms of these matrices. Z is the
resulting output embedding matrix.

Building off of this, the transformer architecture introduced in Vaswani et al., 2017

has been very important to many language applications. The transformer architecture

consists of two stacks of six attention modules, one for encoding and one for decoding.

The reason for having an encoder and decoder can be seen in the task of language
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translation. French language could be passed through the encoder, and English output

would be generated by decoder autoregressively. Attention can be applied in both

places to strengthen the overall model. A diagram of the transformer is in Figure 1-6.

Add & Norm

Feed
Forward

Nx Add & Norm

Multi-Head
Attention

Positional
Encoding

Input
Embedding

Inputs

Output
Probabilities

Unear

Add & Norm

Feed
Forward

Add & Norm

Multi-Head
Attention

Nx

Add & Norm

Masked
Multi-Head
Attention

Positional
+ Encoding

Output
Embedding

I
Outputs

(shifted right)

Figure 1-6: Seq2Seq Transformer Architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017). Input, such as French Lan-
guage to be translated, is passed to the encoder where it goes through several layers of attention.
The encoder output is then fed into the decoder where it is paired with previous target language
token predictions. These inputs are jointly fed into several additional layers of attention before being
passed into a final linear and softmax layer to predict the next target language prediction. Residual
connections (second input to Add & Norm) are used in the architecture to help propagate gradients
more effectively. The positional encoding step allows the transformer to know where in an utterance
an input token is located.

OpenAI Generative Pre-Training:

Building off of the transformer architecture is a state-of-the-art language model, the

OpenAI GPT-1 (Radford, Narasimhan, et al., 2018). This model uses 12-layer de-
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coder only transformer architecture. One important aspect of this work is separating

the training process into two steps.

The first step is producing a language model by unsupervised pre-training. This

consists of taking a large corpus of text and fitting a language model to it. The training

objective here is given a context of words that the model has seen, predict the next

word. More specifically, the objective is to autoregressively model P(x) where x is

the utterance. The parameters are updated using stochastic gradient descent and the

Adam optimization scheme. OpenAl uses the BookCorpus (Zhu et al., 2015) for the

pre-training step. This corpus consists of over 7,000 unpublished books from a variety

of genres and has about 800 million words in it total. One main reason for using this

specific corpus is that it has long stretches of contiguous text which allows the model

to factor in long-range information and dependencies. Upon completion of training

on this corpus, the model achieves token level perplexity of 18.4. Tokens in this model

employ a bytepair encoding (BPE) vocabulary with 40,000 merges (Sennrich et al.,

2016).

The next step is the fine-tuning step. In this step, the model weights are updated

for best possible performance for a specific task. For intent recognition, the output

of the transformer can be fed into a linear layer where softmax is used to produce a

classification output. Utterances would be fed into the model, and then the classi-

fication head would be used to predict the intent. As fine-tuning occurs, the model

gets better at correctly predicting which intent an utterance corresponds to. It is im-

portant to note that this stage updates model weights in all 12 layers of the original

architecture.

In February of 2019, OpenAl published a second version of this architecture, the

GPT-2 (Radford, Wu, et al., 2019). The main differences from the original archi-

tecture were model size and training corpus used. In the GPT-2 architecture, 48

attention layers were used. In addition, instead of training on the BookCorpus, Ope-

nAI created a new corpus for this model called WebText. WebText contains the

text subset of 45 million links scraped from the internet. The GPT-2 model achieves

state-of-the-art results on many different language modeling tasks. Due to the time
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this was published as well the full model parameters not being publicly available, the

experiments in this thesis focus on the GPT-1 model.

Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers (BERT):

An additional model that builds off the transformer architecture is BERT (Devlin

et al., 2018). BERT also uses a 12-layer transformer architecture trained in a two

step process. As opposed to OpenAl GPT-1, however, BERT is bidirectional. This

means that when computing attention on a specific input, both the tokens that are

before and the tokens that are after are visible to BERT. BERT is able to do this

through the use of masked prediction as its pre-training objective. Given a masked

token in the input, and being able to see what is before and after it, predict the

token. Update network weights based on if the prediction is correct. The weights

are updated using the Adam optimization scheme. The BERT model was trained on

BookCorpus (800M Words) as well as the entire English Wikipedia (2500M words).

As an extension to this first step, BERT also pre-trains on a task of next sentence

prediction. In this task, two sentences are introduced and the model has to answer

whether the second sentence likely came after the first sentence. The purpose of this

task is to build sentence relationship understanding into the model.

In order to finetune this model for a task like intent recognition, the default method

is to take the final output of the first input token (the classification token, CLS) and

multiply it with a trained classification layer. Softmax is taken on this result to give

us prediction of which intent this utterance corresponds to.

1.1.2 Intent Recognition Services

In addition to building models using techniques described in the previous sections, it

is also useful to look at commercial products available for this task. Microsoft LUIS,

IBM Watson Conversation, Google Dialogflow (formerly API.ai), and Rasa are four

products originally evaluated in a series of experiments by Braun et al., 2017. Two of
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these experiments looked at the ability of a model to identify the intent of questions

asked on StackExchange. A remaining experiment examined a model's ability to

determine the intent in messages sent to a production chatbot. Overall performance

in these experiments showed weighted F1 scores of 0.92 for Microsoft LUIS, 0.75 for

Watson, 0.69 for DialogFlow, and 0.82 for Rasa. In this thesis we focus on the two top

performing products, Microsoft LUIS and Rasa. One nice feature about Rasa is that

its model is available open source (Bocklisch et al., 2017). As a result, it is known

that Rasa's model uses a linear SVM trained on Spacy average word embeddings

and hyperparameters chosen using a grid search. The other commercial products are

not public and their underlying models can only be hypothesized by comparing their

results with known models.

A recent article (Canh, 2018) re-evaluated some of these scores and it appears

that some models may have changed since the original article was published. Most

noticeably, the Watson model performance improves to a similar level as LUIS.
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Chapter 2

Data Preparation

2.1 Creating IR Corpus

In order to properly evaluate the models created, an evaluation corpus is needed. Two

of the popular corpora related to text classifcation are Reuters and News-20. However

these corpora are related to long documents of text, not the short utterances received

by chatbots. Ideally there would a common corpus used for evaluation among intent

recognition companies, however, this does not seem to exist. In Braun et al., 2017, an

intent recognition corpus is created, but this too small for a comprehensive evaluation.

As a result, one contribution of this thesis is a new intent recognition corpus.

The first step was to identify what type of intents were important to cover in the

created corpus. Posh's main marketing customer focus is credit unions. As a result

one of the important domains to cover in this corpus is consumer finance. People are

likely to query bots asking about such things as "what is my account balance?" or

"help I lost my credit card." These queries would map to the intents Account Balance

and Lost/Cancel Card respectively. In addition to the credit union/banking domain,

the Posh team identified healthcare, rental car, and utilities as other domains of

interest. Important intents were identified for these domains. In addition, a general

domain was added to handle all common queries a bot might see across industries.

Intents for the general domain includes everything from greetings and goodbyes to

store hours and location to miscellaneous things people might ask for such as a joke.
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A complete listing of domain and intents is found in Table 2.1.

General Credit Union/Banking Healthcare Rental Car Utilities

Greeting Account Balance Appointment Accident/Damage Expensive Bill

Goodbye Transfer Insurance - Pricing Cancel Power Outage

Affirmative Membership Benefits Insurance - Provider Late Pickup/Dropoff Transfer/Start Service

Negative Change Pin Insurance - Inclusions Age Requirement Problem with Meter

Compliment Fraud Symptoms Coverage Outage Report

Insult Lost/Cancel Card Prescriptions Supplier

Weather Loans Recovery Support Location Restrictions

Joke Payment Confirmation

Fun Fact Become Member

Favorite Music Transaction Info

Friends

Thanks

Help

Feeling

Location

Shipping Information

Capabilities

Who Is

Hours

Pricing

Connect with Agent

Additional Info

Table 2.1: All Intents in Corpus Mapped to their Domain.

Once these intents were established, the next step was gathering many utterances

for each intent. A traditional approach to do this involves taking a set of chat logs and

manually labeling them to find examples. While this approach identifies examples

that have actually been seen in business communication, it can be expensive and slow.

A second approach involves users coming up with example utterances on their own.

We decided to leverage the second approach because it more closely aligns with the

rate of deployment and cost associated with our bots. To accomplish the example

gathering efficiently as well as trying to capture the full range of utterances possible,

crowdsourcing was used. A task was setup on Upwork (https: //www. upwork. com/)
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to write sample utterances for each intent. The workers were composed of people

with a diverse set of ages, locations, and English proficiency levels. This diversity in

participants was done in order to help accomplish the goal of getting the full range of

possibilities of utterances. The workers were given a template with each intent and 2-3

sample utterances for that intent and tasked to provide up to 15 more ways to phrase

each utterance. This task was monitored in stages to ensure that the utterances

provided stayed on topic. Besides making sure the utterances matched the provided

intent, very little influence was made on the content to not add bias into the corpus.

A subset of one anonymized worker can be found in Table 2.2.

Intent Provided Utterances New Utterances

Greeting Hi Hello There Hello What's up? How are you

doing today?

Location Where are What is Please give What part of Can you give

you located? your business me your the city are me directions

address? address you in? to your loca-

tion?

Insult You suck That was ter- You are a fool You're so I can't stand

rible advice, stupid you

idiot

Table 2.2: Sample responses from the corpus creation task. Workers were given a list of 53 intents
each with 2-3 provided utterances. They were asked to fill out up to 15 new utterances for each
intent that shared a similar purpose as the examples provided. The final corpus was created by
aggregating the responses of all the individual workers.

Once the corpus was completed there was a total of 3,538 utterances. The average

number of utterances per intent was 66.75. The maximum number of utterances for

an intent was Greeting with 86 utterances. The minimum number of utterances for

an intent was outage report at 55 utterances. A detailed table of statistics can be

found in Table 2.3. In addition, a table in the appendix contains samples for every

intent.
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Domain # Intents # Utterances Avg Utt/Intent Min # Utterances Max # Utterances

General 22 1651 75.05 58 86

Banking 10 641 64.1 58 71

Healthcare 7 421 60.14 58 63

Rental Car 9 533 59.22 59 61

Utilities 5 292 58.4 55 60

All 53 3538 66.75 55 86

Table 2.3: Intent Recognition Corpus Breakdown.
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Chapter 3

Experimentation

3.1 Evaluation

Once the intent recognition corpus was created, the next step was to develop tests

that could be run on any model created to gauge it's performance. In chatbot develop-

ment, there are a couple of different features important to a good intent recognition

model. The first is how many utterances for each intent are required to train the

model for good performance. Specific models may be great if you have 1,000 utter-

ances per intent, but in practice it is tough to have this amount of data. Typically in

chatbot development, a user has to come up with his or her own intent classes and

corresponding utterances. As a result of this, it is important to look at how models

can perform in training data ranges that are more feasible for the chatbot imple-

menter to create. One main theme of all evaluations to follow in upcoming sections is

measuring performance as the number of training utterances is increased while other

hyperparameters are held constant. Another important evaluation measure is how

well a model can do when the number of intents is increased. A model might have

high performance when it only needs to make classification between three intents, but

it might perform terribly when that number is increased to 10. Changing the number

of intents will be another key feature of evaluating model performance.
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3.1.1 Baseline Experiment

As a baseline to evaluate the performance of many different models, the dataset was

split into five folds. For baseline tests, one fold was used for training and the rest were

used to test performance. All 53 intents were used. On average 13.34 utterances were

used to train each intent. The minimum number of training utterances per intent was

6 and the max number of training utterances per intent was 24. Performance across

all folds was averaged together.

3.1.2 Utterance Sampling Experiment

In addition to the baseline test, the following is the main experimental procedure

that is used throughout this thesis to evaluate model performance. Step 1 is to pick a

subset of the data. This includes determining whether it is desired to have data spread

across all domains or drawn from a specific domain (e.g. just credit union/banking)

or multiple domains (e.g. credit union/banking and general). This first step restricts

the number of intents used in training. The next step is to pick the number of

utterances per intent that should be used in training. The starting point for tests

in this thesis is three utterances per intent. That number is increased monotonically

up to 20 utterances per intent. Next we randomly hold out ten utterances per intent

as our test set. From the remaining number of utterances, we randomly select n

utterances per intent (where n is the specific number of training utterances being

used to evaluate model performance). Using these utterances, we train a model and

then evaluate it on the utterances held out for the test set. The percent accuracy

and F1 scores are recorded, then the process is repeated until a convergence metric

is obtained.

Ideally instead of randomly selecting n utterances K times, all possible combina-

tions would be checked. However for most test parameters, this is computationally

infeasible. For example, let's look at the case where we wanted to select 10 utterances

for each intent. We assume that we hold out 10 samples for each intent for our test

set. This leaves us with at least 45 utterances for a specific intent to train with. The
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number of experiments needed to exhaustively test all combinations that could be

used to train this intent is (10) which is approximately 3.2 billion experiments. Even

if performing an experiment round only took one second on average, performing 3.2

billion rounds would still take over 100 years. Thus this is computationally infeasible.

The convergence metric used for experiments in this thesis involved performing a

random sample, recording the average accuracy and running until the running average

begins to change less than 0.01 percent between iterations. Figure 3-1 shows a visual

representation of this.
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Figure 3-1: Visual of procedure for running experiments until average settles around a certain value.

3.2 Model Testing

An additional contribution of this thesis is providing a performance review of many

intent recognition models with differing levels of sophistication. Descriptions for base-

line models can be found below. A more complete listing of descriptions (including

descriptions of models mentioned in later sections) can be found in Appendix A.

Model Descriptions:

Average Word Embedding: Extract all word vectors for words in an utterance
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and average them together to produce classification vector. This is the same model

that RASA NLU uses in their intent-recognition model (Bocklisch et al., 2017).

LUIS: Microsoft's public NLU service (https: //www. luis. ai/).

Real Time Series Attention Classifier (RTSAC): Shallow single layer attention

model that tunes weights on training data. Uses word vectors.

Unigram BOW: Unigram bag-of-words.

Unigram + Bigram BOW: Unigram bag-of-words concatenated with bigrams.

Unigram + Average Word Embedding: Unigram bag-of-words concatenated

with average word embeddings.

Unigram + Bigram TF-IDF: Unigram bag-of-words concatenated with top 256

bigram TF-IDF terms.

TF-IDF: Top 1024 TF-IDF terms. Each utterance is considered its own document.

TF-IDF (document grouping): Top 1024 TF-IDF terms. Each utterance from

same intent grouped into the same document.

TF-IDF + Average Word Embedding: Top 1024 TF-IDF terms concatenated

with average word embeddings

In the models mentioned above (except for LUIS and RTSAC) the features are

used to train a linear SVM classifier. Grid search is additionally used to find optimal

SVM hyperparameters.
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3.3 Establishing Top Performance

Both bag-of-words and word vector based model approaches have aspects that cause

their performance to lack in the intent recognition task. Bag-of-words can perform

well on utterances that include specific words that have been seen during training,

but cannot semantically connect these to unseen words during testing. Word vectors

can represent semantic relationships between single words, but lose a lot of detail

when a series of word vectors (representing an utterance) is average pooled in the

temporal dimension. In search for better performing models, we decided to leverage

state-of-the-art unsupervised language models such as GPT-1 and BERT.

A starting point to evaluate the performance of the OpenAl GPT-1 was to extract

bottleneck features from the output of an utterance passed through the model and

use that to train a linear SVM for intent classification. The feature vectors extracted

were the weighted value projection after the last set of attention heads in the model.

This model achieved a test accuracy of 59.19% in the baseline experiment.

Next it was important to look at how the classification head that was built into

the OpenAI GPT-1 model for finetuning performed. All of the same utterances were

passed through as the above experiment. The performance here was better than

any other previously tested model with an accuracy score of 65.11% on the baseline

experiment.

While the finetuned OpenAI GPT-1 model had very good results, there were

some concerns in trying to deploy a system that used this model. The main concern

revolved around size. The parameters of the network have a total size of approx-

imately 0.5Gb. In terms of number of parameters in this network, each float is

represented in four bytes so this network has approximately 125 million float param-

eters (0.5Gb- i billion bytes . flbyts). If each customer needs their own model for

their deployments, this requires many GPUs to efficiently host in a multi-tenant ar-

chitecture and significant computational resources to finetune. Especially since any

time a change is made to their intent/utterance set, the entire model will need to be

updated. As a result of this, our goal is to achieve similar results with significantly
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fewer parameters. This led to the construction of the Shallow Attention Extension

model.

3.3.1 Shallow Attention Extension

The basic idea behind the Shallow Attention Extension model is to take a pre-trained

model and feed it into an additional multi-headed attention layer using scaled dot

product attention (Vaswani et al., 2017). The pre-trained model will remain the

same, and only the parameters of this added layer will change. This reduces the

total size of independent models by approximately a factor of 10. In a deployment

setting, a single fully trained OpenAI GPT-1 can be hosted on a server and the

input utterances for each model go through that shared fully trained model into

the model-specific fine-tuned shallow attention extension to produce the final intent

classification.

In the first couple experiments tested on this new architecture, performance actu-

ally improved when compared to the fully finetuned OpenAI GPT-1 model. On the

baseline experiment, OpenAl GPT-1 plus shallow attention had an accuracy score

of 71.15%. The lower number of parameters in the shallow extension architecture

appear to fit the task better than the full 12-layers. A likely reason for this is that

utterances passed into an intent recognition model are in general pretty short. Within

the created-IR-corpus, the average number of words is around seven. Fully finetuning

with 12-layers probably causes the model to overfit on the training data while the

shallow attention can't fit as closely to it. As a result the shallow attention model is

able to generalize better on unseen test data.

This also worked well with the output from the BERT model being fed into the

shallow attention layer. This achieved the best results on the baseline experiment

with a test accuracy of 73.59%. A diagram of this model can be found in Figure 3-2.
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INPUT BERT MODEL - INTENT PREDICTION

CONSTANT TRAINED

Figure 3-2: Diagram of the shallow attention extension for a BERT-based intent recognition model.

The input embeddings are fed into a fully trained BERT model. The output embeddings from the

BERT model are then passed into an additional multi-head attention layer. This feeds into a linear

layer where softmax is used to predict intents. Only the parameters of these final layers are updated
(using cross entropy loss). Our results suggest that setting up the architecture this way prevents
overfitting and improves classification performance compared to updating all layers in the BERT
model.

Some specifics of the BERT-based model. The input is fed into the default pre-

trained BERT Model. No parameters of the BERT Model change during the intent

recognition training process. Each of the output token embeddings from BERT are

fed into the added multi-head attention layer. In the attention layer, eight attention

heads are used. With some probability (default is 10 percent) a token embedding is

masked to add robustness to the network. The output embeddings from this added

layer are fed into a linear layer that has an output size equal to the number of intents

in the dataset. Softmax is used on this output and an intent prediction can be made.

Cross entropy loss is used and weights are updated using the Adam optimization

scheme.

3.4 Small Online Corpus Experiment

In Braun et al., 2017, a corpus consisting of three experiments is created. Utterances

for the first category, Chatbot, are based on questions related to public transporta-

tion asked to a production chatbot. Utterances for the other two categories, Ask

Ubuntu and Web Applications were gathered through exploring popular questions

on StackExchange. A list of candidate intents were proposed, and then these ques-

tions were manually labeled by five workers on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT).
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Statistics for this corpus can be found in Table 3.1. The full corpus can be found at

https: //github. com/sebischair/NLU-Evaluat ion-Corpora.

Corpus Number of Intents Training Phrases Testing Phrases

Chatbot 2 100 106

Ask Ubuntu 5 53 109

Web Applications 8 30 59

Table 3.1: NLU Evaluation Corpora Statistics from Braun et al., 2017.

Apart from size, one main difference between this corpora and the created-IR-

corpus is the inclusion of the "None" intent. In all previous experiments, each ut-

terance was mapped directly to one of N classes. In the Ask Ubuntu and Web

Applications corpus, utterances are mapped to one of N-1 classes, and if they don't

match any of those a final "None" class is reserved for everything else. In order to

properly handle this in our Shallow Attention based models, modifications have to

made to the network.

3.4.1 Handling the None Intent

In initial experiments using the shallow attention extension models, the final layer

consisted of a linear layer that transformed the output attention weights into a vector

with the size of the number of intents in the corpus. Softmax is applied to this vector

and cross entropy loss is used as the loss function. With the addition of the None in-

tent, this approach does not work as well. One could simply add a None output label,

but in our preliminary experiments this significantly decreases model performance.

The training utterances for the None output label appear to be too ambiguous and

ultimately add confusion to model predictions for the other intents. A better ap-

proach than always taking the highest scoring prediction is to factor in the possibility

that no intent should be predicted. In order to handle this in our model, the softmax

layer was changed into a sigmoid layer. Now each intent is treated as a binary task
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where the likelihood of classifying an utterance as a specific intent is indepedent of

the other intents. The event that no intents are triggered corresponds to the None

intent. The network was updated using binary cross entropy loss. After the training

phase, the final prediction takes the max sigmoid value or predicts None if no values

are above a specified threshold (0.5 is a good default value for this, but it can be

adjusted). To ensure that this modified model still was working well, it was rerun

using the baseline experiment described in Section 3.1. The model using a softmax

layer had a F1 score of 73.4. Using the modified sigmoid version that F1 score slightly

increased to 73.71. This experiment does not factor in a None intent, but it is good

to see that the model with a modified final layer still performs well on the original task.
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Chapter 4

Results

In this chapter, a series of experiments were performed to identify model performance

in a variety of different testing conditions. The baseline experiment looks at the

performance of all models described in this thesis in a 5-fold split on the entire created-

IR-corpus. The utterance sampling experiment measures the performance of select

models as the number of training utterances used per intent is varied. The small

online corpus experiment evaluates how our top performing model (BERT + Shallow

Attention) compares to previously published results in Braun et al., 2017.

4.1 Baseline Experiment

Table 4.1 shows the results of these models tested in the baseline experiment de-

scribed in Section 3.1. A basic idea in several of bag-of-words and word vector based

models was to try to leverage the strengths of one type of model with the strengths

of another. In most cases, however, the simple models performed just as well. Over-

all the performance of the attention based models were the highest in this baseline

experiment.
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Model Test F1 Test Accuracy

Average Word Embedding (RASA) 25.19 25.41

LUIS 62.4

RTSAC 39.28 39.3

Unigram BOW 47.43 46.27

Unigram + Bigram BOW 42.46 41.07

Unigram w/ Average Word Embedding 31.77 31.98

Unigram w/ Bigram TF-IDF 46.23 45.24

TF-IDF 60.79 60.04

TF-IDF (Document Grouping) 61.74 60.97

TF-IDF + Average Word Embedding 26.93 27.13

GPT-1 Bottleneck Features 59.13 59.19

GPT-1 Default Finetune 65.11

GPT-1 + Shallow Attention 71.04 71.15

BERT + Shallow Attention 73.4 73.59

Table 4.1: Baseline Model Evaluation. This experiment split all 3,538 utterances in created-IR-
corpus into 5-folds. One fold was used to train models, and the rest were used to test them. This
was repeated for each fold and then the results were averaged together. Overall, attention based
models had highest test accuracy. TF-IDF and LUIS models performed fairly well. Average word
embeddings had the worst performance likely due to quantity of intents and training utterances
used. Note, LUIS and Default Finetune were run differently and F1 was not recorded.

4.2 Utterance Sampling Experiment

The following are tests run on the created-IR-corpus using the experimental setup

from Section 3.1.2.
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4.2.1 Changing the Number of Training Utterances per In-

tent

One main test that was examined is this work is how model performance changes

with the number of utterances used per intent in training. The test procedure follows

what was described previously in the evaluation section. The first set of tests used

the entire created-IR-corpus. Results are in Table 4.2.

'laining Utterances Per Intent

Model 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Avg Word Embedding (R.ASA) 10.43 13.02 14.68 15.83 17.05 18.85 20.17 21.32 22.55 23.49 24.31 25.34 25.93 27.17 28.07 28.84 29.5 28.92

LUIS 38.4 45.17 47.66 50 54.53 54.79 56.53 59.17 59.81 61.62 61.32 62.83 64.26 63.92 64.91 64.98 66.57 65.96

Unigram BOW 19.01 24.73 28.78 31.49 34.6 35.86 40.19 41.13 42.69 44.88 45.99 48.15 48.57 50.38 51.39 51.99 52.75 53.22

TF-IDF (Document Grouping) 35.12 42.11 47.54 51.3 52.36 54.5 55.06 56.59 57.17 57.73 58.31 58.43 59.42 61.37 62.39 62.45 64.24 65.13

GPT-1 + Shallow Attention 38.63 47.98 54.7 58.99 63.55 64.31 67.14 67.6 69.48 70.06 71.21 72.26 72.62 73.77 3.77 75.07 75.47 75.91

BERT + Shallow Attention 49.43 56.49 60.36 65.09 67.29 68.27 70.43 71.19 72.49 73.94 74.4 74.85 75.66 76.37 75.42 77.3 76.37 76.44

Table 4.2: Analysis on full created-IR-corpus (53 intents).

In this data all models improve when additional training utterances are provided.

This tends to plateau before 20 intents are reached. The average word embedding

model performs the worst out of the models above. This shows that the word vector

averaged into utterance embeddings is not distinct enough when the number of in-

tents is fairly high. Another key trend is that the LUIS model performs very closely

on average to a TF-IDF model. This result suggests that a variant of TF-IDF is likely

utilized by the LUIS model. The Shallow Attention models perform significantly bet-

ter than the others. The one main difference is that the BERT based model appears

to need fewer training utterances to perform well compared to the GPT-1 based one.

4.2.2 Changing the Number of Intents used in Training

While this showed how models did when a corpus of 53 intents was used, it is also

useful to look at how performance changes when less intents are used. As a first test,

the corpus was broken into just the component from the credit union domain. This

domain has only 10 intents in it. The experiment was repeated as above. Results are

in Table 4.3.
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Training Utterances Per Intent

Model 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Avg Word Embedding (RASA) 24.07 28.04 29.03 30.95 32.16 34.96 35.88 37.93 40.04 41.63 43.22 44 44.98 45.93 47.82 48.96 48.85 49.97

LUIS 66.8 67 74.6 74.75 77.4 80 81.8 82.6 82.8 82 81.6 84 86.5 83 83.33 85.75 85.2 85.4

Unigram BOW 44 46.96 57.12 61.84 64.84 67.87 70.97 72.91 72 73 75 77.21 76 77.96 78 79.2 79.64 80.07

TF-IDF (Document Grouping) 60.96 65.87 71.95 74 76.43 77.89 79 80.04 79.91 80 81.08 82.07 82.06 83.29 83.36 83.97 84.13 84.59

GPT-1 + Shallow Attention 32.87 38.05 43.68 50.18 53.81 57.96 62.5 64.84 68.83 69.75 75 76.0 77.33 76.10 80.05 82.0 83.11 83.0

BERT + Shallow Attention 55.68 61.78 67.09 71 73.95 75.6 78.2 79 79.92 81 81.93 83.26 82 83.09 885 85.31 85.41

Table 4.3: Analysis on credit union domain (10 intents).

There are a few key observations from these results. The first is that the shallow

attention based models (especially GPT-1) suffer when presented a low number of

utterances. This makes sense given the way they are trained. In the three utterance

scenario, these models both see only 30 training utterances. This appears to not be

enough data to properly update the network weights to generalize well for unseen test

data. The large number of free parameters in both these models appear to overfit

small sets of training data. Significant improvements to these accuracy scores are

made with each increase in utterances, but GPT-1 still lags behind the other top

performing models. The other key observation in this experiment is that the LUIS,

Unigram BOW, and TF-IDF approaches perform well for datasets with few intents.

This highlights their strength in experiments with a relatively low number of intents.

In another experiment, both the general and rental car domain were used. The

general domain has 22 intents and the rental car domain has nine intents for a total

of 31 intents. Results for this experiment are shown in Table 4.4 below.

Training Utterances Per Intent

Model 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

Avg Word Embedding (RASA) 15.01 18.6 20.52 22.24 24 26.71 26.99 28.35 29.54 31.71 31.95 33.59 33.86 35.16 35.67 37.42 37.18 38.41

LUIS 36.84 43.55 44.26 48.45 53.23 54.39 57.35 59.16 61.48 62.13 66.29 65.32 67.10 64.32 69.27 68 68.52 68.45

Unigram BOW 20.83 26.22 30.92 36.08 37.1 39.3 42.15 43.5 46.67 47.43 50.65 51.24 52.9 52.81 53.55 55.41 56.96 57.84

TF-IDF (Document Grouping) 32.33 38.63 45.04 49.13 51.84 53.58 55.77 56.46 59.08 58.92 59.24 60.53 61.04 64.15 67.22 67.74 68.47 69.27

GPT-1 + Shallow Attention 42.63 52.03 58.46 62.48 67.12 69.27 72.08 73.87 76.24 77.74 78.71 79.68 79.59 79.95 81.92 81.57 81.96 82.81

BERT + Shallow Attention 55.84 62.67 65.53 70.32 72.3 74.21 76.42 77.12 77.96 78.71 79.31 80 81.29 80.71 81.14 81.35 80.79 81.04

Table 4.4: Analysis on general + rental car domains (31 intents).

The increase of data used in this experiment is noticeable for the two attention based

models. With just 3 utterances both the GPT-1 and BERT shallow attention models

can perform significantly better than the other models tested. Once again the GPT-1
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version lags behind the BERT model for initial performance, but performs comparably

once enough utterances are used.

4.3 Small Online Corpus Experiment

The following are the results for our modified BERT + Shallow Attention on the

three experiments from Braun et al., 2017 compared to the paper's original results.

Model Results

0.869
0.82

0.88

Ask Ubuntu

Luis
Watson Conversation
API al
RASA
Our Model

0.81
0.78

0.73

0.16

Web Applications

Figure 4-1: Comparison of our model (BERT + Shallow Attention) with results of Braun et al., 2017.
Our model performs better than the four industry models in the Chatbot (2 intents, 100 total training
utterances) and Ask Ubuntu (5 intents, 53 total training utterances, None intent) experiments. On
the Web Applications (8 intents, 30 total training utterances, None intent) experiment our model
performs worse than the other models likely due to the low number of training utterances.

From these results we see that our model (BERT + Shallow Attention with sigmoid

output layer) performed better than the other models in both the Chatbot and Ask

Ubuntu experiments. In the Ask Ubuntu experiment specifically, 5 intents were used

including one of these being the "None" intent. The performance on this experiment
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shows that the None intent can be handled properly using the sigmoid version of the

Shallow Attention Extension model. While the performance benefits are merely slight

in both of these examples, these experiments aren't tailored to a main strength of

this model which is being able to handle a large quantity of intents. However, these

results do show that the model can perform consistently well across multiple different

datasets.

One noticeable result of these experiments is the poor performance on the Web

Applications experiment. The likely reason for this is the data sparsity within the

training set of the experiment. In the Web Applications corpus, there are only 30

training utterances to classify 8 intents. Within those utterances, one intent only has

a single training example and a couple other intents only have two training examples.

With only this amount of data, the shallow attention layer cannot be properly tuned

for the task and performance suffers. In the applications we want to build using

this model we will use a sufficient number of training examples where this type of

performance will not be a problem.

4.4 Qualitative Analysis

While the tests above quantitatively capture high performance of the shallow atten-

tion models, it is also useful to see qualitative examples of cases that it outperforms

other models. In this section we will compare the BERT based shallow attention

model to Microsoft LUIS.

In a first example, if the word "hiiiiiii" is passed to both models, given that the

training set for the intent "Hello" included "hi", "hii", and "hiya", only the BERT

based one is able to get it correct. A main reason for this is the byte-pair encodings

(BPE) (Sennrich et al., 2016) of the BERT based model which will separate the "hi"

from the "iiiiii". This allows the BERT based model to attend to "hi" and correctly

identify the intent.

In another example, both models were trained for the intent "Student-discounts"

with the phrases: "are there discounts for students", "do students get cheaper offers",
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"what are the student discounts", "student discounts", "does BANK-NAME offer

student discounts". When presented with the unseen query "Are there deals for

people at university?", only the BERT-based is able to classify the intent correctly.

Through information learned during it's pre-training process, the BERT model can

connect "deals" to "discounts" and "people at university" to "students" and use this

to make the correct choice. On the other hand, the TF-IDF approach that LUIS most

likely runs does not leverage semantic word meaning in its models. It only can make

good predictions based off of words it explicitly saw during training time.

Another similar example both models were trained on the intent "benefits" with

phrases including: "what are the benefits of the BANK visa card", "what benefits

come with BANK membership", "what are the benefits of joining", "why should I join

BANK", "why should i choose BANK". When presented the query "what advantages

does joining have", only the BERT-based model can classify it correctly. As with the

last example, BERT pre-training allows the model to connect "advantages" with

"benefits" and make the proper prediction.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

5.1 Contributions

A first contribution of this work is creating a corpus that can be used to evaluate

intent recognition models. Prior to this work, a main source for benchmarking intent

recognition performance was Braun et al., 2017. Braun et al., 2017 only included

tests that ranged from 2-8 intents and up to 206 total utterances. The created corpus

in this work has 53 total intents and 3538 utterances. This allowed for tests that

more closely simulated performance of industry chatbot deployments

A second contribution of this work is a review of text classification methods and

their performance in intent recognition tasks. This work examined intent recognition

models that leveraged everything from bag-of-words to word vectors to state-of-the-art

neural language models. Models were comprehensively tested in a variety of different

settings. Performance was measured in situations with a high number and low number

of intents. Performance was also measured as the number of training utterances was

slowly increased. This review highlighted the strengths and weaknesses of many

different models.

A third contribution of this paper is the shallow attention extension. This pa-

per showed that adding an additional multi-head self attention layer can significantly

improve model performance. As compared to fine-tuning an entire model for intent

recognition, this approach appears to be less susceptible to overfitting which allows
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for better overall test performance in applications with very limited training data.

Among the experimental results, we found that the shallow attention extension pro-

duced higher intent classification accuracies than popular commercial products such

as Microsoft LUIS in a wide variety of testing conditions.

5.2 Future Work

5.2.1 Deployment

The end goal of this project is to have a production intent recognition tool for use

in the Posh Chat Framework. In this thesis it is shown that the shallow attention

extension model can perform better than a wide variety of other models, including

Microsoft LUIS in various tasks. To have a full working intent recognition system,

a couple of additional features are required. The first is entity extraction. This can

be handled separately from the intent recognition task. One way this can be done is

using Spacy NLP libraries to extract entities from messages. The second additional

feature is handling the None intent elegantly. This can be done using the approach

found in Section 3.4.1.

An additional requirement of deploying this model in production is dealing with

some of the systems challenges. The best performing model builds off of BERT

which means in order to have this model deployed, we need to host the BERT model

somewhere. For efficiency purposes, we have hosted BERT on a cloud GPU machine.

This doesn't solve the full problem though. If many messages are being passed to the

intent recognition model at a time, the throughput of the model would be a bottleneck

and requests would back in queues or be dropped. This would lead to slow model

response times. To solve this issue, we can wait a short duration to collect a batch of

queries and then pass all of those through the model at the same time.
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5.2.2 Interface

Many intent recognition tools are completely separate from the code written to access

them. This limits the simplicity of the tool. To make changes to the model while

working on the code that utilizes it, two different places have to be modified. An

alternative approach is an accessible Python based interface to the model. All the

logic required to add intents and training utterances as well as add entities can be

included in the code. During this project, a first version was created. This will be

iterated on and improved for the future.

model = IntentRec()

weather = Intent("weather")
weather.addutterances(["how's the weather today", "what's the weather like outside?", \

"weather", "how is it outside"])

location = Entity("location")
location.add("Boston")
weather.add-utterance("what's the weather like in", location,"?")

model. add(weather)
model. train()

Figure 5-1: Python-Based Model Interface Sample Code.

When code is run, the endpoint creating the model will check the inline Python

code for changes and if it finds them retrain the model. If no changes are found, code

can execute as normal with no time delay.

5.2.3 Exploration Ideas & Model Improvements

There are many interesting paths that could be built off of the work done in this paper

and the OpenAl GPT-1 and BERT models. One way the model could be significantly

improved is with task-specific unsupervised data. By default, the shallow attention

extension model builds off of BERT which is pre-trained using the BookCorpus as

well as Wikipedia. If this model is eventually used for intent recognition in a banking

chatbot, it was not ever trained in an unsupervised fashion on domain specific text

(other than small parts of Wikipedia and BookCorpus). There could be a potentially

significant performance boost if a large banking document set was used to update the
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model after the initial pre-training step. For example, one could pass several years

worth of a bank's call center logs to the model. This should result in the model having

a deeper understanding of language used in this domain context. Next when trained

on specific intents, it will have a larger toolkit to separate similar banking-related

intents.

A second interesting approach to try is to see if an intent recognition model could

be built without requiring any training utterances. Part of the BERT training process

is next sentence prediction. Given two sentences, BERT is tasked to determine if the

second sentence would logically come after the first sentence. For example, given the

sentences "The man went to the store.", "He bought a gallon of milk.", and "Penguins

are flightless birds.", the model should output True that the second sentence would

logically come after the first. It should output False that the third sentence would

logically come after the first. An extension of this method would be to define all of

the responses you wanted in a chatbot. Next you receive a message as input. Instead

of needing to explicitly define sample utterances to classify this input, you could try

to run the next sentence generative model on all the possible output responses and

return one that is assigned the highest probability to be generated by the model. This

approach would lead to a significant reduction in the work required for engineering

an intent recognition model. Someone designing a bot using this approach would just

have to decide what specific responses should be possible and then the next sentence

prediction method would handle the rest. In practice this method would likely be

difficult to tune. The language model would need to be very domain specific in order

to be able to disambiguate two similar types of responses.
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Appendix A

Model Descriptions

The following are the models mentioned in the paper:

Average Word Embedding: Extract all word vectors for words in an utterance

and average them together to produce classification vector. This is the same model

that RASA NLU uses in their intent-recognition model.

Luis: Microsoft's public NLU service.

Real Time Series Attention Classifier (RTSAC): Shallow single layer attention

model that tunes weights on training data. Uses word vectors.

Unigram BOW: Unigram bag-of-words.

Unigram + Bigram BOW: Unigram bag-of-words concatenated with bigrams.

Unigram + Average Word Embedding: Unigram bag-of-words concatenated

with average word embeddings.

Unigram + Bigram TF-IDF: Unigram bag-of-words concatenated with top 256

bigram TF-IDF terms.
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TF-IDF: Top 1024 TF-IDF terms. Each utterance is considered its own document.

TF-IDF (document grouping): Top 1024 TF-IDF terms. Each utterance from

same intent grouped into the same document.

TF-IDF + Average Word Embedding: Top 1024 TF-IDF terms concatenated

with average word embeddings

GPT-1 Bottleneck Features: Feed utterances through OpenAl transformer and

then create output vector by adding byte-pair encodings multiplied by their respec-

tive attention weights.

GPT-1 Default Finetune: Fine tune OpenAl Transformer using provided classifi-

cation framework.

GPT-1 + Shallow Attention: Feeding through openai transformer then fine-tuned

with the shallow attention model.

BERT Embedding: Average hidden states along time axis for the 11th of 12 layers

in BERT architecture.

BERT + Shallow Attention: Feed average hidden states of the 11th of 12 layer

of BERT into the shallow attention model (RTSAC).
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Appendix B

Created IR Corpus

Table B.1: Samples from Each Intent in IR Corpus

Intents Example 1 Example 2 Example 3

Greeting Hi Hello There Hello

Goodbye Seeya Bye See you later

Affirmative Yea That is correct Yes

Negative No nope That's incorrect

Compliment You're beautiful You are the best You did a great job.
Insult You suck That was terrible ad- You are a fool

vice, idiot

Weather How's the weather in Is it going to be sunny What's the current
boston? today? temperature?

Joke Tell me a joke Make me laugh Heard any good jokes
lately?

Fun Fact Can you give me a fun Tell me something in- What's a fun fact

fact teresting about you that your
friends would be sur-
prised to learn?

Favorite Music Who is the best band? Who is your favorite What's your favorite

performing artist? type of music?

Friends Do you have friends Who are your best What's the name of
buds your best friend?

Thanks Super helpful, thanks! Your advice is much Thank you very much!
appreciated :)

Help Ugh, please help me Can you give me some I need assistance
instruction on how to
use this platform

Feeling How are you? How you doing How's it going?

buddy?
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Location Where are you lo- What is your business Please give me your
cated? address? address

Shipping Informa- What is the status of I ordered my pack- Can I track the ship-
tion my order (12489124) ? age last week, when ping of my order on-

should it arrive line?
Capabilities What can you do What tasks are you What's your skill set?

able to help me with
Who is Who is mike? Tell me about keith Who is your favorite

teacher from high
school?

Hours What are your hours When do you open? Are you open on Sun-
days?

Pricing How much does it cost What are your rates What's included in
in total this price?

Connect with Can I speak to your Is there a specialist I Customer service
Agent/Manager manager can talk to
Additional Info I want to learn more Please tell me more I'd love to hear more.
Modify Booking Can I make some Can you amend my Can I modify my

changes to my reserva- booking reservation?
tion

Accident/Damage I got into a car acci- My car got rear ended, Auto insurance
dent, what do I do? how do I handle this?

Cancel I need to cancel my I'm no longer travel- Cancel my booking
booking ing, can I cancel my please

reservation?
Late What happens if I I'm running late to Will I be charged an
Pickup/Dropoff drop off the car late? pick up my rental additional fee for late

truck, is that a prob- pickup?
lem?

Age Requirement What are your age re- I'm sixteen years old, What is the mini-
quirements? can I rent a van? mum age requirement

to rent a car?
Coverage What does your insur- What protections Do I need to purchase

ance cover? come with insurance coverage?
Supplier Where do I pick up my Where do I go to get What rental car com-

car my rental pany is the best?
Location Restric- Can I drive it to Can I drive this across Are there location re-
tions Canada country strictions?
Confirmation I never got a confirma- Can you verify my Can you resend my

tion email, am I good reservation? confirmation email?
to go?

Account Balance What is my account How much money do i What is my available
balance have in checking balance?
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Transfer Can you transfer $500 Can you move some Can I transfer money
to my savings account money between my from checking to sav-

brokerage and check- ings on your app?
ing accounts

Membership Bene- Why should I join What benefits come What membership
fits your credit union with membership? benefits come with

your Elite Savings
account offer?

Change Pin I would like to change I forgot my pin num- I need to change my
my debit card pin ber, can you reset it pin

Fraud I found a charge that I My credit card bill Am I held responsible
didn't make had a transaction that for fraudulent charges

I didn't make made after my card is
stolen?

Lost/Cancel Card I lost my credit card My wallet got stolen I need to report that
my credit card was
stolen

Loans I would like to apply Am I able to get an What are your interest
for a loan auto loan rates for home equity

loans?
Payment I would like to pay off Can I pay my bill in Are there any charges

my credit card bill full for early pay off of my
loan?

Become Member I would like to become Please sign me up for What are the require-
a member membership ments to become a

member?
Transaction Info What were my 10 How much did I spend Can you confirm

most recent transac- last week this transaction went
tions through?

Appointment I would like to sched- My child needs to see How soon can I get
ule a doctor appoint- a pediatrician an appointment with
ment someone in your prac-

tice?
Health Insurance - How much does What does it cost to What are the op-
Pricing United Health care insure my family tions for different de-

cost? ductibles/premiums?
Health Insurance - Is my primary care Will i be able to keep Can I choose my own
Provider physician in the insur- my doctor PCP?

ance network
Health Insurance - Do I get dental and Can I get brand name Is IVF covered?
Inclusions vision insurance in- prescriptions

cluded
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Symptoms I have a really bad Sore throat and stuffy Abdominal Pain
headache and fever nose

Prescriptions I need to refill my pre- My doctor said I need I have 5 new prescrip-
scription an albuterol inhaler tions to fill

Recovery Support When can I leave What can I do to re- Will I need physical
the hospital after my cover faster therapy as part of my
surgery recovery?

Expensive Bill Why was my bill so Why was my energy How can I lower my
expensive this month? cost more than nor- energy bill?

mal?
Power Outage When will electricity When can I expect the Does your website

be back power to be restored have a map that
displays outages
and estimates of
when power will be
restored?

Transfering/ Ini- I just moved, can I set Start service I need to transfer ser-
tializing Service up service for my new vice

address
Problem with Me- I think my electric me- Can you have someone My meter is malfunc-
ter ter is off come and make sure tioning

my meter is working
properly?

Outage Report I want to report an The power just went I need to report a
outage out in Concord, NH power outage

by the mall
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